
Shade Solutions



An extensive range of hardware that can complete any custom solution 

As rigging systems have changed in the marine and industrial space, so too has the need for 
quality rigging products in the shading industry. Most consumers will take patio umbrellas and 
shade sails for granted, but the complex sourcing and manufacturing of such products has led to 
remarkable strides in quality, as well as some highly versatile and innovative designs. 

From cantilever umbrellas to shade sails and advanced building shade systems, the mass 
deployment of shading systems around the world now requires that the industry to take a closer 
look at the components that make up their products. 

Although rigging products are widely available on the global market, quality tested components 
are not always easy to come by. They must be reliable and able to stand up to both the elements 
and the test of time. Shading manufacturers who wish to compete based on the quality of their 
products should only use industrial strength fabrics, high-quality stainless steel rigging products, 
and load rated components.   

IMPROVING THE RELIABILITY OF SHADING 
SYSTEMS WITH QUALITY RIGGING PRODUCTS
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A BLOCK FOR EVERY PURPOSE
All-Around solutions
Utility Blocks are an ideal match for the needs of shading systems. They are designed for low-maintenance 
reliability and offer a choice of sheave/bearing configurations depending on their intended use.

Ultimate simplicity
For applications involving high static loads where only simple deflection and minor adjustment is required, 
our low friction RopeGlide™ rings and fairleads are a lightweight and robust alternative to blocks.

All Purpose versions are a great choice for durability and a long service life. They feature self-
lubricating acetal polymer sheaves running on polished stainless steel races and perform equally well 
with dynamic loads and static loads.

Ball Bearing versions incorporate our 2-stage bearing system using ball bearings to minimise friction 
and a secondary full-contact bearing to maintain low friction across the full working load range.

Special Purpose versions are suitable for use with wire rope or where high static load capability is 
required. 

High Load versions are designed specifically for any application where high dynamic or static loads are 
expected. 

PULLEY BLOCKS
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Standard D
The standard dimensional format shackle providing high load capacity and compact 
size. Smaller size bodies are produced from formed stainless steel sheet, whilst larger 
size bodies are from turned bar, then flattened and coined at the ends. Pin heads are 
available in compact ‘slotted’ or ‘coined’ for finger or tool adjustment and some pin heads 
are drilled for the fitting of a securing wire.

Long D
Similar in features to the Standard D shackles, Long D shackles have a longer internal length 
clearance for fitting to longer or irregularly shaped objects with a greater distance between 
fixing points.

Wide 
Similar in features to the Standard D shackles, wide shackles have a wider internal width 
clearance for fitting to wider, irregularly shaped or multiple objects. Their point load 
breaking load is generally lower than that of standard pin length shackles.

Twisted
Similar in features to the Standard D shackles, twisted shackles allow fixing of 2 objects 
with a 90 degree change in their orientation.

Bow 
Similar in features to the Standard D shackles, bow shackles have a wider internal width 
clearance for fitting to wider, irregularly shaped or multiple objects, but with a standard 
pin width that doesn’t compromise the point load breaking load.

Lightweight Clevis Pin Shackles
With lightweight formed bodies, these shackles provide the lightest weight solution for a 
nominal pin size where load capacity isn’t as critical. They utilize split pin securing of the 
shackle pin for reliable fitting without tools.

Special Slotted Shackles
These shackles have non-standard dimensional proportions allowing them to provide 
the most compact solution. Slotted head pins contribute to the efficient minimising of 
space.

Swivel Shackles
These shackles provide full 360-degree rotation for variable alignment of the two items 
being linked. They have convenient pin attachment at each end and some models have 
ball bearings for free rotation at high loads.

2 Way Links
These items allow the alignment of two objects to be rotated 90 degrees relative to each 
other. They provide a convenient, more compact solution that has traditionally been 
addressed by linking two shackles. They also provide pivoting movement in two planes 
- about each of the pins.

Shackles

LONG DSTANDARD D BOWWIDE TWISTED
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Elegant Design,  
Exceptional Performance
From their clean lines to the use of the highest-grade materials and quality finish, Ronstan 
turnbuckles are engineered to deliver performance while enhancing the appearance of any project.

Closed body turnbuckles have a sleek, modern profile with no sharp edges. They are easily adjusted 
by turning the unique adjustment nut, which is free to rotate within the sleeve on the turnbuckle 
body, and are secured with a quick turn on the locking nut. A sight hole is provided in the body 
to verify adequate thread engagement. With fine thread and single end adjustment, this new 
generation of turnbuckles is much easier to adjust than conventional turnbuckles, and the use of 
dissimilar but compatible metals for the threaded components avoids the risk of thread seizure. 
Toggles are designed with full lateral articulation for easy installation and connection compatibility.

Fine, rolled threads
Ronstan rigging fittings have rolled threads for maximum strength and reliability. Unlike cut threads, 
the stainless steel bar is formed up and down to create a thread with the grain remaining unbroken 
and flowing the full length of the thread. Threads are UNF (Unified National Fine), short pitch threads 
for fine adjustment and reduced adjustment effort.

Roll swage integrity
Swage fittings suit industry-standard roll swaging presses and dimensions are derived from the 
original ‘Milspec’ for maximum integrity. They are suitable for use with modern and traditional wire 
constructions, including 1x19, 7x19 and compact strand.

Termination options
A full range of eye, fork and toggle fittings complement the turnbuckles to permit assembly of 
finished rigging elements to suit virtually any application.

TURNBUCKLES

Roll swage integrityRolled threads for  
maximum strength

Versatile end connection options
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Fittings load rated higher than wire 



CLEATS
ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE
Intensive development efforts have produced Ronstan’s range of high performance cleats that provide unbeatable holding power 
while allowing easy cleating and releasing of rope.

C-Cleats™

STRONG & LOW PROFILE
The lightweight ultra-rigid carbon fibre composite cams of the 
C-Cleat™ are corrosion free and suffer virtually no tooth wear 
with minimal abrasion. The base is produced from long fibre 
reinforced polymer, a result of advanced composite technology 
providing metal replacement performance.

T-Cleats™

HARD WEARING
Ronstan cam cleats are strong, light and corrosion free. The 
unique tooth profile and cam geometry are designed to grip 
without damaging the rope. A multi-coil spring recessed in the 
upper part of the cam generates near constant torque. This 
constant torque ensures secure cleating of even the smallest 
lines with minimal abrasion or rope wear and low line entry and 
exit efforts. T-Cleats™ have tough glass fibre reinforced cams 
providing outstanding value for most cleating applications.

Alloy cam cleats

STRONG & LOW PROFILE
Aluminum cam models built for ultimate durability where high 
wear and high loads are encountered. Cams are hot-forged and 
hard anodised for maximum strength and corrosion resistance. 
Ronstan Alloy Cam Cleat models are available in sizes small and 
medium. The medium cleat is built on an aluminum base for 
maximum rigidity whilst the small cleat has a composite base 
for an optimum blend of light weight and durability.

V-Cleats™

SIMPLE YET EFFECTIVE
Ronstan V-Cleats™ are simple yet effective rope cleating 
devices. The low, snag-free profile without any moving parts, 
combined with a tooth geometry which provides a positive, 
self-cleating action on the line, makes this the perfect cleat 
for moderate loads. Manufactured from PTFE impregnated, 
glass and carbon fibre reinforced composite material they 
are lightweight, corrosion proof and provide superior wear 
resistance to traditional plastic cleats. The V-Cleat™ base 
profile suits mounting on flat and curved surfaces.
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SADDLES & PADEYES

FOLDINGREMOVABLE

Ronstan’s range of saddles and padeyes span multiple shapes, sizes, features and materials.

From lightweight flared-top stainless steel saddles to heavy duty padeyes – whatever the application, there’s a Ronstan anchor point.

FERRULE EYE FLARED TOP BECKETNARROW

PADEYES

SADDLES
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www.ronstan.com
www.ronstanindustrial.com

Ronstan International Inc.
1170 East Main Road, Unit 3 
Portsmouth, RI 02871, USA 
T +1 (401) 293 0539 
E office@ronstan.us

QUALITY RIGGING PRODUCTS
An extensive range of hardware that can complete any custom solution

At Ronstan, we have many durable, long-lasting, and load rated 
rigging components available for manufacturers in the shade 
sail industry who wish to supply their customers with reliable 
shading systems. Ronstan products are designed with the marine 
industry in mind. This means they are intended to hold high 
loads for extended periods of time and withstand shock loads, all 
while looking great and retaining their original functionality. This 
no-compromise design requirement translates directly to the 
shade industry, where homeowners and commercial property 
owners are demanding higher quality and lower maintenance 
combined with an overall aesthetically pleasing product. 

If you’re a manufacturer of shading systems such as patio umbrellas, shade 
sails, or fabric awnings, it’s important for you to focus on the quality of each 
and every component of your design. Whether it’s the material of the rope 
you use in your umbrella or the load rating of the pad eye you are providing 
the end user to secure your shade sail, always look for products that are 
load tested and resilient.

Using quality products doesn’t just increase customer satisfaction. Over time, 
you’ll earn a reputation for providing the highest quality, longest lasting 
shading systems in your market. This will increase word of mouth advertising, 
return purchases, and upsells, which can help your business grow.


